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Section B: Media Industries & audiences 

The film industry 
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Cross-Media Study including Film Marketing.  

Film is studied in relation to industry.  

This year we are studying the mainstream, high 
concept film Straight Outta Compton. 

Next year we will study the independent film I, 
Daniel Blake as a comparison text. 


We will study Straight Outta Compton’s marketing across various media 
platforms exploring the convergence of these media platforms and 
technologies, and other relevant industry issues.


Define Convergence 

In order to develop your awareness of the film set product as a contemporary example of 
the film industry and the marketing strategies we will study:


• Trailer 

• Poster 

• Online Marketing 

• Selected extracts from the film which exemplify 
industry issues, for example the opening credits 
of the film.  

It is also important to develop an understanding of the industry that produced the text 
including:


• how films are produced and distributed 

• how your chosen film is marketed 

• regulation issues related to the film 

• global implications  

Films are defined and categorised by their genre, the stars, the production company and 
the production values. The production context of the film is also relevant and this will in 
turn attract different audiences and communicate different messages about the film itself. 
For example some films are mainstreams, high concept films with a high budget, others 
may be classified as ‘independent’ films which are less star-driven and can be seen to 
have lower production values. 
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What is meant by a Mainstream, High Concept Film?  

This is the model for a film and is used to describe the concept of the Hollywood 
mainstream, ‘big budget’ film. It originally consisted of a ten-point formula that ensured 
the film conformed to the high-concept model. The criteria of a high-concept film 
includes: 



• Clearly defined characters, often recognisable in terms of 

stereotypes and archetypes. 

• A simple narrative with universal themes. This can often be 

summarised in a single sentence or image that makes it easier to 
market. 


• High production values evident in the cinematography, costumes, 
settings and special effects. 


• Elements that are easy to market and promote, for example iconic 
repeatable images, a recognisable soundtrack and potential for 
merchandising. 


• High-profile stars often related to the film’s genre. 

• ‘Larger than life’ protagonists. 

• Visual appeal, including lavish sets and expensive action scenes. 

• Highly dramatic and hyperbolic plot situations. 


All these elements are important in attracting a global audience to 
ensure the success of the product. 

Which recent films would you consider to be mainstream, high concept films?  

High-concept films are produced by the major film studios that are media conglomerates and 
therefore have the ability to back these films and rely on financial returns. The patterns of 
ownership and control related to the film industry are important to the success of the film. Many 
major production companies also have the means for the promotion, exhibition and distribution of 
the films they make. These companies operate a philosophy of synergy through the practice of 
vertical integration and horizontal integration.  

Who are the big mainstream Hollywood conglomerates? 
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When different companies that 
produce and sell similar products 
join together. This facilitates the 
production and distribution of 
media products. 

A company that owns other 
companies across a range of 
media platforms. This increases 
their domination of the market and 
their ability to distribute and 
exhibit a product. 

Process whereby one company 
acquires another involved at a 
different level of the industry. An 
example of this would be a 
production company that owns a 
distributor or a retailer. 



the film industry recap: 

We covered film production process earlier in the year, what are the second and third stages? 

ownership and control 

Straight Outta Compton is a biopic, produced by Legendary 
Pictures, distributed by Universal Pictures and directed by F. Gary 
Gray. 


The film follows the story of hip hip band N.W.A. in 1980s America. 
Members of the band (Ice Cube and Dr. Dre) were co-producers.


In July 2013, Legendary reached an agreement with Universal 
Pictures in which it will market, co-finance, and distribute Legendary's 
films for five years starting in 2014. 


Universal Pictures, while being a major film studio, is also part of a media conglomerate as it is 
owned by NBC Universal, a Comcast company. 


The film was a huge commercial and critical success, became the highest grossing music biopic 
of all time, and was nominated for the Academy Award (Oscars) for Best Original Screenplay. 


Budget: $48 million*   Profit: $200 million 
      *$28 million production budget 

What impact will Legendary Picture’s association with Comcast have upon the distribution 
of the film? 
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PRODUCTION

The process of making a film including:

Pre-production - planning, scripting, storyboarding 
Production - the actual shooting/filming 

Post-production - editing 

D

This stage is a very important part of the film industry 
as it is the link between the producer and the audience; 
it refers to all the strategies used in the release, 
marketing and promotion of the product.

E
All the opportunities available to an audience to view a 
film, including multiplex and independent art house 
cinemas, at film festivals and online. 



Visit legendary.com and universalpictures.com and make a list of some of the other films 
they have released below: 

Would the other films produced by these companies have an impact on the audience’s 
perceptions of Straight Outta Compton?  

film regulation 

What is the independent, non-governmental body that 
regulates film and video releases within the UK?	 


The theatrical release of Straight Outta Compton gained a 15 certificate, although the 
director’s cut DVD was an 18. Summarise the reasons/differences below: 

Legendary Universal
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Director’s cut dvd 
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/
straight-outta-compton-video-1

Theatrical Release 
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/
straight-outta-compton-film

http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/straight-outta-compton-video-1
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/straight-outta-compton-video-1
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/straight-outta-compton-film
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/straight-outta-compton-film
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/straight-outta-compton-video-1
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/straight-outta-compton-video-1
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/straight-outta-compton-film
http://www.bbfc.co.uk/releases/straight-outta-compton-film


The MPAA (Motion Picture Association of America) rates films in 
America where Straight Outta Compton gained an ‘R’ rating. 


It is important to consider global distribution - the film was rated 
differently in different countries, it was even banned in Malaysia 
but gained an 11 rating in Sweden (which means children over the 
age of 7, who are accompanied by an adult, are admitted to films 
that have been passed for children from the age of 11.)


Age ratings are important to producers and distributors in 
guaranteeing an audience. 


How do the different classifications by the BBFC for theatrical 
release and DVD help the success of the film?  

 

STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON MARKETING 

Consider how media organisations maintain varieties of audiences nationally and globally, 
(including through marketing): 

• The first trailer was released in February 2015, with a ‘red band’ card to reflect the 
‘restricted’ nature of the content, This trailer included an introduction by Ice Cube and 
Dr Dre. 


• A global trailer was released in April. The UK trailer had a 12A certification by the BBFC.


• Straight Outta Somewhere Viral Marketing launched on 7th August. 


• The film was released in Britain on 28th August after the American premiere on 11th 
August 2015. 


When studying the marketing for Straight Outta Compton our focus needs to be on the 
industry elements (the focus of the exam question will be industry), however we will need 
to discuss this in relation to audiences as the whole point of marketing is to target and 
engage audiences in the hope that they become interested in the product. 


We may refer to some textual analysis of scenes to explore how audiences are targets, 
however this also should not be the main focus. 
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film posters 

When studying posters we need to consider the following questions: 

• Why are they important? 

• How do they help market a film? 

• What essential info do they need to include? 

• Who do they target?  

• How can they target different audiences? 

film poster conventions 

What are film poster conventions? Which elements do we expect to see on a poster/what is 
repeated across different products? 
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What poster conventions does the first poster include?  

What are the connotations of the film’s logo? 

Where are the star’s names placed? What is interesting 
about the star’s names?  

How does the image represent N.W.A.? 

What is the tagline? How does this represent N.W.A.? 

What industry information does the second poster include? 
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straight outta Compton global trailer 

Global Trailer

What codes 
and 
conventions of 
film trailers 
can you 
identify? 

How are the 
audience 
positioned to 
identify with/
focus on 
particular 
characters?

How is the 
sub-genre of 
music biopic 
established?

What narrative 
devices are 
used to 
engage 
audiences? 

How is editing 
used to build 
interest in the 
audience?
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Who are the potential audiences targeted by the film? 

straight outta Compton ‘red band’ trailer 

How is this trailer different from the global trailer? 

 

Which audiences will this target? 
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independent study/Homework Task 

Below is an edited article about the release of the global trailer, you can find the full article 
at this address to read as part of your independent study: https://www.forbes.com/sites/
scottmendelson/2015/04/07/why-universal-teased-straight-outta-compton-with-furious-7-
instead-of-jurassic-world/#633bd211201c 

Read the article below and complete the task on the next page.  

Why Universal Teased 'Straight Outta Compton' 
With 'Furious 7' Instead Of 'Jurassic World' 

I was all ready to go with a full trailer essay for the second Jurassic World trailer, 
which I was sure was coming last week as Furious 7 debuted in theatres. Surely 
Universal/ Comcast Corp. would use what might be their biggest hit of 2015 to 
offer a shiny new trailer for their other "might be their biggest hit of 2015" offering, 
no? But last week came and went without a Jurassic World trailer, save for a 36-
second TV spot that aired during the season finale of AMC's The Walking Dead. 
Instead Universal gave what amounted to prime real estate space to Straight Outta 
Compton. I have spent so much time talking about how big trailers theoretically 
help smaller or riskier movies (think the Batman v Superman teaser "helping" Mad 
Max: Fury Road) that I didn't stop to think about the reverse scenario. Jurassic 
World doesn't need a new trailer attached to Furious 7 to get the word out, the 
current one from November (which I'm assuming ran with most prints) will do just 
fine. But Straight Outta Compton got a huge boost.


Straight Outta Compton is an R-rated biopic about the groundbreaking/trailblazing 
rap/hip-hop group that helped bring rap music into the mainstream in the late 
1980's/early 1990's. To the extent that it "needs the help" (I think it's going to be a 
big hit this summer), it could surely use more mainstream exposure than Jurassic 
World. And basically every single person who saw Furious 7 last weekend in 
American movie theatres caught the above "for all ages" trailer.


The best marketing that Straight Outta Compton is going to have is said trailer 
being attached to the likes of Furious 7 and Ted 2 from now until August 14th. This 
wasn't about a big trailer being used to build hype and awareness for a smaller 
film. This wasn't even about one big film trailering another big film. This was about 
one of the biggest films of the year taking along a smaller and less explicitly 
commercial venture along for the ride as it shattered box office records around the 
country. That's, in a nutshell, how the blockbuster studio system was supposed to 
work once upon a time, where the profits from the big film hold up the studio to 
help fund the production and/or distribution of smaller films. The preordained 
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blockbuster used its trailer space not for another preordained blockbuster but for 
another comparatively smaller and demo-specific offering.


In terms of demographic targeting, there is no blockbuster that would have better 
suited Straight Outta Compton's would-be audience demographics than Furious 7. 
As I noted yesterday, Furious 7 played 75% non-white and it remains the most 
racially diverse franchise in Hollywood. So it stands to reason that a rather large 
total percentage (white, black, or otherwise) of the opening weekend crowd for 
Furious 7 would be that much more primed to see a historical biopic about 
"important" black musicians/artists. 

Obviously a big part of this is the whole age issue. Straight Outta Compton is a 
hard R-rated film, and that last trailer back in February was a Red-Band trailer. 
While Furious 7 is a PG-13, it arguably plays older (it played 56% over 25) and is 
less likely to annoy certain audience members (like parents taking really young 
kids) for showing a trailer for an R-rated hip-hop biopic. 

They could have done the obvious thing and just dropped another Jurassic 
World trailer in front of Furious 7. But instead they used prime advertising space to 
pump a smaller film that was a more perfect fit for the (stereotypical?) Furious 
7 audience member. Universal choosing to plug Straight Outta Compton in front 
of Furious 7 makes it that-much-more likely that the F. Gary Gray-directed biopic 
will be another one of those "surprise" smash hits that no one could have 
possibly seen coming months in advance.


Summarise the main points of the article, how did the decision to air Straight Outta Compton 
before Furious 7 help the success of the film? 
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viral marketing 

The institutions made use of digital marketing opportunities. 
In August 2015 Beats by Dre launched a campaign to 
promote the film. 


Visit the link below and answer the questions:


http://shortyawards.com/8th/straight-outta-somewhere 

What was the Straight Outta Somewhere campaign? What were people encouraged to do? 

How was the campaign used by different types of people? Were there any interesting users? 

How successful was the campaign? Make a note of some of the figures which show its 
success. 

How does a campaign like this help the film become more successful? 

Additional reading about the campaign http://uk.businessinsider.com/straight-outta-comptons-
successful-viral-marketing-2015-8
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http://uk.businessinsider.com/straight-outta-comptons-successful-viral-marketing-2015-8
http://uk.businessinsider.com/straight-outta-comptons-successful-viral-marketing-2015-8


Consider processes of production, distribution and circulation and the impact of digitally 
convergent platforms: 

Using the content covered so far and any extra knowledge you have, answer the following 
questions:


• Where and how is film/film marketing most likely to be consumed by audiences? 

• How has this consumption changed/been impacted by the ubiquity of the internet? 

• Are audiences now more likely to seek out, for example, new trailers online as active 
consumers? 

• How does this impact the relationship between audience and product? 
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contexts 

HISTORICAL Economic

The film is set in the 1980s - it gives a view 
of life at the time one links to historically 
important events related to racial tension.


The portrayal of this period in 
contemporary film may have been 
impacted by the social upheaval caused 
by racial tension and the LA Riots in 1992 
(the portrayal of 1980s California, and the 
possible glorification of N.W.A. as agents 
of social change, may have been revised 
or influenced by events after 1980s).


Research Rodney King attack and the 
LA Riots to understand the historical 
context in which the narrative takes 
place.  

The film was a commercial success and 
became the highest grossing music biopic of 
all time. 


Co-produced by Ice Cube and Dr Dre, which 
may have had a role in its success as they, 
rather than the stars of the film, are used 
within the marketing.

How could this have the positive impact on 
the film’s success? 

It is also important to consider synergy with 
regard to the economic success of the film. 
Synergy involves a range of media agencies 
coming together to help each other. 

What other products do you think may have 
linked to the film that may contribute to its 
success? 

POLITICAL SOCIAL AND CULTURAL

The narrative of the film deals with the 
political situation of the time including 
racial tension and poor relationships 
between the police and young, black 
youths.


Why might this be significant for 
contemporary audiences?  

The film deals with how a specific group is 
represented and how this is indicative of 
the cultural mood of the time in this part of 
America. 


N.W.A. were significant in terms of social 
change as advocates for free speech, 
producers of protest songs and as highly 
successful black men from 
disenfranchised American urban 
communities. 


N.W.A. were also heavily criticised for their 
misogynistic lyrics and their promotion of 
a lifestyle that objectified and marginalised 
women. 
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